
Robert Smith
Post Production Coordinator

Phone  (123) 456 78 99
Email: info@qwikresume.com

Website : www.qwikresume.com
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/qwikresume

Address: 1737 Marshville Road, Alabama

SUMMARY

A strong Motivator and Communicator, spearheading ambitious production projects from concept 
to conclusion, optimizing outcomes in an Efficient, Cost-Effective manner. Draw upon Leadership 
Abilities in Training &amp; Team Building, marshaling Organization-Wide Resources in cross-
functional initiatives.

SKILLS

Microsoft Windows &amp; Apple Operating Systems, Pro-Tools, Final Cut Pro.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Post Production Coordinator
ABC Corporation  November 1999 – May 2001 
 Scheduled edit time to ensure deadlines were met.
 Worked with production coordinator to determine client needs.
 Ensured proper staffing was available on location for shoots and post-production 

requirements.
 Photographed a variety of content including, collegiate sports, concerts, and weddings.
 Edited various highlight reels, electronic press kits, video news releases, and multi-camera 

events.
 Assisted with deliverables, post schedules, ADR sessions and other post-production needs or 

requirements.
 Interfaced with below the line talent, or their representatives, in regards to availability and 

rate.

Post Production Coordinator
Delta Corporation  1994 – 1999 
 Firecracker Films / TLC Assistant to the Executive in Charge of Production and Post Production 

Supervisor Responsible for creating and maintaining.
 Utilized Xytech interface to input work orders and schedule various sessions Entrusted with 

various responsibilities within a short time frame.
 Handle operations &amp; dailies at various times, client assistance.
 Coordinated production assistant runs to and from Fox and ABC.
 Worked closely with production and stage to deliver tapes and materials Dealt with light 

encoding and digital uploads via Media Monorail for ABC.
 Handled day to day within the office, moved hard drives to and from dailies facility Maintained

order in a difficult and stressful environment.
 Coordinate episodic and feature mastering projects; down conversions, HD, DVD, dubbing 

masters.

EDUCATION

BA In Communications
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